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Abstract
This paper deals with the use of grammatical
formalism to recognize the physical and the logical
structures of a composite document. We propose a new
system for document recognition and analysis.
The aim of our research is to create a document
structuring system by using a two level grammar.
A two level grammar constitute a high level
formalism of expression and structuration in document
analysis field.

However, the construction of structure models of
documents has turned out to be a difficult task, and is
often carried out manually because of document
diversities.

document analysis, grammatical approach, physical
structure, logical structure, two level grammars.

Grammatical formalism is one of the approaches
used in syntactic pattern recognition and it is quite
suitable for document analysis. This formalism has also
turned out to be a powerhl tool in describing a
document.
We are interested in structuring documents like
summaries; the aim of our research is to create a
document structuring system (see figure 2) by using a
two level grammar [5]. Work on this system is currently
under way.

1 Introduction

2 Two Level Grammars

A document has three principal characteristics :
0 its content,
Q its logical structure, i.e. its layout and the logical
organization of its elements of information,
O its physical structure, i.e. the position of
information elements on the pages.

A two level grammar(see figure l), also W-grammar
[6] is a formal system well adapted to the language
definition. It is composed of two grammars called
metagrammar and hypergrammar. The metagrammar
(type22) defines the possible domain of values for
metavariables. These metavariables appear in the rules
of the hypergrammar.
Generally, the metagrammar is a context-free
grammar describing the language structures, and then
the variables used.
The hypergrammar holds the definition of a
contextual grammar, describing the specification of the
translation operations expressed in semantic actions.
By applying the principle of uniform replacement in
the hyperrules (similar metavariables are replaced by
the same value), we obtain a ground instance of the
hypergrammar called the protogrammar containing only
context-free rules. Note that the protogrammar may
potentially be infinite.

keywords

A lot of work [ l ] has been done in document
structuring, showing the growing interest in this field in
recent years. As result, several methods have been
proposed to solve the problem of structure
representation.
Ingold [2] proposed a document description
language similar to an attributed grammar. The aim in
designing this language has been to top-down analysis
several document classes.
Chenevoy [3,4] proposed a general-purpose system
for document structure recognition called GRAPHIEN.
The system organizes and controls the diverse document
recognition processes.

figure I :A two level grammar

3 Our System
We propose a new system for document recognition
and analysis [7]. For the application part, this system is
applied to summaries and produces the corresponding
HTML (HyperText Markup Language) pages.
The analysis which we cany out is done in two steps.
The first is the description and the recognition of a
summary document. The second is the summary
translation to the HTML language. However, the
originality of the document description step lies in the
use of the Two Level Grammar.

3.1 Description Step
A learning system concept: the purpose of this step is to
infer a grammar of the physical structure called physical
grammar , and then to infer a grammar of the logical
structure called logical grammar. The result of this step
is to construct a model of basic document structure.

Then, in the document recognition step : the system
compares a specific document summary with the model
of the learning system. If this document is not
recognized as a known summary, the physical and
logical grammar will be updated by adding new rules.
The system uses W-grammars in which the physical and
logical grammars are given in the metagrammar. Then,
the hypergrammar will describe the transformation of
the physical and logical structures among other calculus.
In our system, we use an operational version of Wgrammar (called transparent W-grammar).

Figure 2 : System Architecture ofdescribing the
physical and logical structures.

The general algorithm which allows us to build the basic
model is the following :
START
/* in this step, we build the basic model by taking some
sample documents. These documents pages are
digitilized and stored in an image file *I
WHILE not end of file

DO
BEGIN
read one picture
display the picture
segment the picture
extraction of typographic and disposition
parameters
classify the blocks (text, graphic, ...)
infer the physical grammar
/*this will represent the physical structure */
label the blocks logically
infer the logical grammar
/* this will represent the logical structure */
IF model does not exist

THEN insert the model in the basic model
ELSE update the basic model
ENDlF
END WHILE
END.
Basic model Algorithm

The second step consists to complete and to update the
basic model. It can be represented by the following
algorithm :
START
/* we deal with documents to recognize, document
pages are digitilized and stored in a file *I
WHILE not end of file
DO
BEGIN
read the picture
display the picture
segment the picture
extraction of typographic and disposition
parameters
classify the blocks (text, graphics, ...)
infer the physical grammar
I* this will represent the physical structure */
IF not matching (physical learning structure and
physical structure of document to analyze)
THEN rejected
ELSE accepted
ENDlF
label the blocks logically
infer the logical grammar
I* this will represent the logical structure */
END WHILE

4 Conclusion and Perspective
Two level grammars revealed to give many advantages
in document structure analysis field.
In order to validate our approach, we apply it to
documents like summaries.
The next step is to apply our experience to other
documents such as scientific articles.
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END.
Algorithm for document recognition

3.2 Translation step
The document is translated into HTML language by
semantic operations (calculus). In our approach, we
build a two level grammar where the logical and the
physical grammars constitute the metagrammar.
The hypergrammar describes the transformation process
of the terms generated by these grammars (the physical
structure transformation to logical structure), and the
calculus process to generate the HTML text.

